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Abstract
Background: Tuberculosis (TB) remains a burden to Sri Lanka, where the incidence of the disease
has been increasing over the past decade. The lack of early and accurate detection of the disease
has been the main obstacle to its control. Microscopy or the culturing of mycobacteria from clinical samples is the most commonly used TB diagnostic tools in Sri Lanka. All these methods have
their own limitations. Alternative diagnostic methods are therefore of high importance. Objectives:
In this study, an attempt was made to validate loop mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP),
which specifically amplifies a DNA sequence very rapidly at a low cost with limited resources. Methods: Crude DNA extractions of fifty culture isolates prepared from sputum samples, which were
collected from patients with suspected TB extracts, were subjected to three separate LAMP assays.
One assay was specific for 16S ribosomal RNA (16S rRNA) gene in genus Mycobacterium, and could
detect the bacteria up to the genus level. The other two contained MTB specific primers targeting
rimM or gyrB gene sequences in Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB), which enabled detection up to
the species level. The sensitivity and specificity of the LAMP assays in the identification of mycobacteria or MTB were compared to microscopy and culture techniques. Results: Forty three out of
the 47 Mycobacterium cultures were Mycobacterium-positive for LAMP assays with universal primers indicating a sensitivity of 92% in identifying Mycobacterium genus. However, thirteen out of
14 culture negatives were also positive with LAMP assays, which showed a specificity of only 7% in
identifying MTB. The results suggested a high percentage of false positives by LAMP assays as
compared to culture. Based on the colour changing of ZYBR Green dye and gel electrophoresis of
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the LAMP-amplified product, the detection of a non-specific amplification, even in the absence of
target DNA, was recurrently observed. The result was the same even after following strict safety
operations and laboratory practices to avoid the possibility of a cross-over contamination of MTB.
Interestingly, this nonspecific DNA amplicon did not respond to digestion with BsaI restriction
enzyme, suggesting that the false positives are not due to the presence of MTB. Conclusion: Under
the tested conditions, the specificity of the LAMP method to identify MTB is low as compared to
culture technique. Further investigations into optimizing the LAMP assay technique are required
before it can be used, in its simple form, to diagnose TB in local clinical settings.
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1. Introduction
Tuberculosis (TB) remains a significant health problem in the world, not only in “high-burden” countries, but
also in Sri Lanka [1]. The Ministry of Healthcare and Nutrition, Sri Lanka has launched a National Program for
Tuberculosis Control and Chest Diseases (NPTCCD), and according to NPTCCD data, about 9000 new cases of
TB are notified every year, showing that TB continues to be a major public health concern in the country.
The main TB diagnostic methods currently practiced in the region are sputum smear, culture, and PCR, where
culture and PCR facilities are being available only at very limited places. However, these methods have their
own limitations. Microscopy of Mycobacterium in clinical samples and the subsequent culturing of bacteria are
labor-intensive and lengthy, needing special laboratory facilities. Microscopy alone can diagnose the disease
only up to the generic level of the bacterium. Studies have shown that only 50 to 80% of patients with pulmonary tuberculosis become positive for microscopy [2]. Therefore, inaccurate reporting and misdiagnosing can
occur. Molecular level methods based on PCR technology are also available for more specific diagnosis [3];
however, complexity of the procedure and the requirement for sophisticated and costly instruments and trained
technical support makes it an expensive tool unsuitable for resource limited settings found in developing countries like Sri Lanka. Thus a critical obstacle for proper TB control has been the lack of early and accurate detection of the disease. The establishment of new low cost, less sophisticated, testing methods with high sensitivity
and specificity has therefore been a timely need.
A relatively new, simple, molecular level method called loop mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) is a
promising tool for rapid diagnosis of infectious diseases, including TB, with minimal infrastructure requirements
and technical training [4]-[7]. The method is based on amplifying DNA into a zigzag chain-like structure with
several inverted repeats of the target connected by loops. Extremely high amounts of amplified product enable
visual detection of the test using a turbidity change or fluorescence. Unlike PCR, LAMP is performed at a single
constant temperature with no thermal cycling and can be completed within 30 - 120 minutes. The specificity of
the test is high as the reaction uses six primers that are specifically designed to recognize six distinct regions of
the target bacterial DNA [6]. This technique does not require sophisticated equipment or special laboratory facilities; therefore, the associated cost is also low. The simplicity of the technique makes it suitable for point-ofcare testing at hospitals and primary care facilities, which would greatly help improve TB control in the country.
This study therefore was an attempt to validate the LAMP technique for TB diagnosis at Sri Lankan laboratory
settings.

2. Methodology
2.1. Study Design
Culture isolates (50 samples) prepared from sputum, which were collected from patients with suspected TB, at
the Central hest clinic and hospital, Welisara, Sri Lanka were subjected to the LAMP assay. These cultures were
pre-identified as MTB or MOTT (Mycobacterium other than MTB) samples using conventional microscopy and
culture techniques, and those results were compared to LAMP method. Based on microscopy and culture results,
forty seven of these cultures were identified as mycobacteria, twenty three cultures as Mycobacterium tubercu-
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losis (MTB), and seventeen cultures as MOTT.
Three separate LAMP reactions were carried out. One assay is to identify Mycobacterium genus using Mycobacterium universal (Muniv) primers [8]. The other two assays used MTB specific primers targeting rimM gene
sequence [9] or gyrB gene sequence [8], which enabled detection up to the species level. A culture of standard
MTB strain, H37Rv, was used as a positive control. Two negative controls were set up in which either sample or
the enzyme was replaced by distilled water. The experimenter was blind to the identity of the sample, as confirmed by microscopy and culture methods.

2.2. LAMP Assay
The cultures were lysed by incubating in a boiling water bath, for 10 min, and the supernatant (11 µl) after centrifugation of the lysate was used for LAMP reaction as previously described [9]. Initially, amplification was
carried out at constant 65˚C temperature for 60 min according to previously published optimum assay conditions
[9]. The reaction was terminated by heating in a boiling water bath for 2 min to inactivate the polymerase. Detection was carried out by adding 1 µl of 1/10 diluted original SYBR green I DNA stain to the tube after the amplification and observing the colour of the solution by naked eye or under UV light (the reaction mixture becomes orange with no DNA amplification whereas turns green with DNA amplification), hence Calcein and
Manganese chloride was not included in the reaction mixture.

3. Results and Discussion
Forty three out of the 47 Mycobacterium cultures were Mycobacterium-positive for LAMP assay with universal
primers indicating a sensitivity of 92% in identifying Mycobacterium genus. Since there were only three non
Mycobacterium cultures, a proper indication about the specificity could not be obtained from this assay. When
the LAMP assay was repeated with MTB specific primers, it was a surprising observation that most of the cultures (where MTB and MOTT samples were approximately in equal numbers) being MTB positive. Thirteen out
of 14 culture negatives were also positive with LAMP assay, which showed a specificity of only 7%. This indicated a high percentage of false positives by LAMP assay as compared to culture, therefore the ability of the
method to identify a negative sample as a MOTT culture were very low. Surprisingly, in most occasions, the
negative control, which contained only distilled water but no target DNA also turned green colour upon addition
of SYBR green I indicating DNA amplification (Figure 1). Therefore, the false positives could not be simply
attributed to a smaller sample size. This nonspecific amplification, in the absence of a target DNA, was evident
with all three sets of primers used in the study. Only the negative control where Bst polymerase was omitted
from the reaction remained orange (Figure 1).
LAMP amplified products were then analyzed using 0.8% agarose gel electrophoresis. Products from the
negative controls further showed a banding pattern with an intensity similar to the positive sample, indicating
that the non-specific amplification is as high as the target DNA amplification. It also seemed very unusual for a
simple reagent/carry-over contamination, to yield an amount of amplicons at a similar level to the amplification
in the positive sample. However, assuming that the false positives are due to a reagent/carry-over contamination
of a positive sample/amplicon, all the reagents were freshly prepared taking strict precautions to avoid any
possible carry-over contamination. Separate working areas and pipettes, with filtered pipette tips, were used for
each step of the reaction procedure; reagent preparation, amplification and amplicon detection. All the stock and
the working solutions were prepared in a laminar flow using PCR grade water. The pipettes were disinfected for
several hours under UV light. The bench tops and pipettes were thoroughly disinfected with 70% ethanol, before
and after setting up the reaction and detection. None of these safety measures reduced the non-specific amplification in the negative control. Assuming that the problem is with the current laboratory setup, the assay was
tried out at two other laboratories, one being a brand new molecular biology laboratory. The results were similar
as previous. Having confidently undertaken all the precautions and requirements to avoid any possible contamination, and having followed the standard protocol exactly as it has previously been reported, the observed nonspecific amplification was not eliminated nor reduced.
We investigated what is being amplified in the negative controls, in the absence of a target DNA, whether it is
due to a possible contamination of MTB circulating in the air, which would be unavoidable unless highly sophisticated sterile laboratory conditions are maintained, or due to a primer self amplification. LAMP amplified
products were subjected to digestion with the restriction enzyme BsaI [8], which contains its recognition site
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within the region being amplified by the gyrB primers, but exclusive to primers. LAMP amplicons in the positive and negative samples were purified, re-amplified with PCR using the two gyrB loop primers and digested
BsaI. As visualized in a 0.8% agarose gel, only the amplicon in the positive reaction showed the presence of digestion (Figure 2), indicating the presence of BsaI cutting site only in the positive sample. Electrophoresis pattern of the digested amplicon from the negative control was the same as its undigested amplicon. When LAMP
amplified products were directly subjected to digestion, without reamplifying with PCR, the digested positive
amplicon gave a band close to the 100 bp marker, corresponding to the predicted sizes of, 88 & 89 bp [8], of the
digested product (data not shown). Restriction digestion of the LAMP amplified products suggests that even
though some amplification is evident in the negative controls/MOTT samples they are not MTB. Therefore, it
shows that the non-specific amplification in the negative reactions may not simply be due to a contamination of
positive sample/amplicon.
We further tried running the LAMP assay differently to the standard protocol, by varying the parameters, such
as incubation/reaction time (for 30, 45, 60, 120 min), enzyme concentration (at 4 U, 8 U) and assay temperature
(at 63˚C, 65˚C, 66˚C, 67˚C, 68˚C, 70˚C), with the anticipation of optimizing the assay conditions that might
eliminate the non-specific amplification. However yet we did not succeed in obtaining a true negative control.

Figure 1. Three LAMP reaction mixtures, with MTB specific primers targeting rimM gene
sequence, were subjected to amplification for 60 min at 65˚C. One is the positive reaction
with a culture positive MTB sample and the other two are negative controls, either without
the sample DNA or without Bst polymerase. DNA amplification was detected by visualizing the colour of the final reaction mix after addition of ZYBR green to naked eye and under the UV light.

Figure 2. LAMP amplified products in the presence or absence of a MTB postive sample
were re-amplified by PCR technique and subjected to disgestion with BsaI restriction enzyme. PCR amplified DNA before and after the digestion were electrophoresed on a 0.8%
agarose gel.
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Surprisingly, this kind of nonspecific amplification has neither been recorded in other studies where LAMP has
been validated to diagnose TB nor been recorded as a common flaw that could occur with LAMP technique [4][9]. Considering the area of the target region covered by the six primers used in the amplification of MTB by
LAMP assay, which is about 95%, we suspect that this nonspecific amplification could be due to any kind of
self amplification of the primers.

4. Conclusion
Under the current circumstances, the implementation of LAMP technique as a diagnostic tool for TB in a clinical setup with less sophisticated laboratory settings needs more investigation. LAMP assay may be used if the
detection is be carried out by restriction digestion. However, the simple visual detection being one of the main
advantages of the LAMP assay, particularly in resource limited settings, further assay parameters, such as testing a new set of primers, is worth being studied in the future where the observed non-specific amplification
might be eliminated.
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